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The Wendy Bray Fabric Collection 
 

The Warner Textile Archive is delighted to announce an exciting addition to its 

Wendy Bray Collection, with the launch of five stunning new fabrics to complement 

the Wendy Bray wallpapers. 

 

The Wendy Bray Fabric Collection brings Wendy Bray’s inimitable style to the 

modern interiors market. Printed with a superior finish on heavyweight 100% cotton 

(280grm), each fabric exhibits Wendy’s vivacious use of pattern and colour, forming 

a collection which promises to add organic rhythm to a wide range of interior spaces. 

 

Wendy’s celebrated work is a reflection of her colourful and cosmopolitan career, 

which began at the prestigious Courtauld textile design studio following her 

graduation from art school in 1951. Living in New York in the 1970s, Wendy drew 

great influence from further studies at the Art Students League. She now divides her 

time between home studios in England and France, drawing fresh inspiration from her 

travels. 

 

After more than 60 inspired years, Wendy still relishes the pursuit of new creative 

ideas, and also delights in the rediscovery of earlier themes within her extensive 

design archive. This process of rediscovery and new creativity led to Wendy’s 

collaboration with the Warner Textile Archive in 2012 for a range of nine luxury 

wallpapers, which have since appeared in titles including Vogue and Selvedge. 

 

The launch of the Wendy Bray Fabric Collection is a thrilling new moment in interior 

design, and the Warner Textile Archive is proud to be working with Wendy again to 

celebrate her work in a new way. 

 

Preview images of the Collection appear below; please contact us for further imagery 

and information. 

 

Contact 

CHARLOTTE RADFORD - 01376 557741 
charlotte.radford@braintree.gov.uk  

 

www.warnertextilearchive.co.uk 

Twitter: @TextileArchive 

Facebook: Warner Textile Archive 
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Walk in the Rain 18cm repeat                   
      

  
Walk in the Park with Henry  Campine 38.5cm repeat 
54cm repeat  
  

 
Provence 
56.5cm repeat 

 

 

Umbrellas  49.5cm repeat 


